
Why self-love is important
and how to cultivate it

Self-Love is an interesting topic to explore and sometimes people are unsurewhat it reallymeans
or how to cultivate it so let’s explore it further.We often think of it in a negative way that we’re
being vain and arrogant but itmeans that we give ourselves the love and approval that we try so
hard to get from others.Why dowe do this?Whenwe’re childrenwe come to certain conclusions
about life based on certain events that happen such as being left out of things or someone
shouting as us. This can sometimes lead to us forming beliefs such as ‘I’m not good enough’ or ‘I’m
not clever enough’ andwe store them away in our unconsciousmind

We often talk about conditional and unconditional self-love but what does thismean? I could see
this inmy life where I showedmyself conditional love and got caught in the cycle of when ‘I lose
weight’ or ‘When I’m in a relationship’ I’ll lovemyself. Things didn’t changewhen I reached that
goal inmymind as I was still the same person. This canwork temporarily but we’ll always be on
that pendelum swing of feeling self-love depending on how other people treat us, our weight,
relationships etc. The invitation is to give ourselves fromwithin unconditional self- love and
acceptance exactly as we arewhatever is happening and the rest starts to fall into place.

Practicing self-love can be challenging formany of us as we tend to criticize and judge ourselves
more so here are some tips I’d like to sharewith you that helpedme cultivate self-love.
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❤ Give yourself praise for things you dowell…we often focus onwhat we haven’t done and
criticize ourselves

❤ A good tip is if you struggle with yourself is to say ‘I’mwilling to love and approve ofmyself as I
am’ and this opens us up to the possibility that we’re trying to believe it. You need to be gentle
with yourself and this takes time and there’s no quick fixes to self-love

❤ Start each day by telling yourself something really positive and give yourself praise and don’t
forget to smile…you can do this by looking in themirror

❤ Do things that nourish your soul every day…we often forget about the self-care as we’re too
busyworrying about what others think.

❤ Make a note of negative thoughts that come to yourmind and sit with them… try not to
distract as they don’t go away
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I love and approve of myself exactly as I am – Louise Hay

Have a great day!

Mei
Holistic Coach

Mei Flynn

Love,

❤ Try andmake friendswith your inner critic as it’s only there tomake you feel safe and protect
you

❤ Try not to compare yourself to others and embrace the unique being you are and let your light
shine

❤ Consider the relationships in your life…maybe time to declutter!! Do they support you or drain
you?

❤ Give yourself a pat on the back for things you dowell…we often focus on the things that we
don’t dowell

❤ Do something small to step out of your comfort zone…it’s an amazing feelingwhenwe achieve
something however big or small

❤ We’re all different in what we have to offer so embrace and love the things thatmake you
different….this is whatmakes you special

❤ Wedon’t need to be positive all the time and as long as we’re positivemost of the time it tips
the balance to attractmore positivity in our lives

❤ What do youwant to hear from others?Why not try telling yourself those things?

❤ When you feel happywhere are you andwhat are you doing? Dowhatmakes your soul happy

❤ Whatwould you like to change in your life?Maybewrite a list and take steps tomake it happen


